
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of marketing cloud.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for marketing cloud

Proactively lead campaign development lifecycle including data management,
data processing and campaign automation
Guide Direct Response Marketing Team in defining segmentation needs and
help build universe and relevant segments for marketing campaigns
Set priorities and provide direction on how to test the segments, segment
tree and re-tweak the segment criteria to generate the right count and data
set
As Cloud SME, spearhead all facets of Cloud driven Marketing Campaigns
and architect future delivery of additional marketing integration with other
Cloud suites to include eCommunications using the latest versions of Cloud,
OBIEE & Oracle Databases
Develop Cloud best practices and train/educate Direct Response and
Campaign Marketing Managers on leveraging Cloud in an optimum way
Support deliverability of high volume email platforms
Project Management duties include project planning, work estimates and
coordination with engagement and/or other project managers with respect to
any Cloud marketing initiatives
Lead discussions and work closely with IT partners in identifying and
remediating Cloud issues including issues related to data, data sources, or
any application issue that is needed for campaign management,
segmentation or analytical purposes
Work collaboratively with sales & marketing managers to gather and
understand segmentation requirements for campaigns and deliver
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Qualifications for marketing cloud

3 of years experience Portfolio Marketing
3 of years experience Digital and Content Marketing
Experience delivering unique/compelling point of views (POVs), strategic
messaging and leadership proof points to improve the portfolio's market
position, competitive advantage and business results
3 years + demonstrated success in sales, account management, or
relationship management (preferably from a software or solutions selling
industry)
Basic understanding of revenue recognition and knowledge of and
restructuring contract terms, and conditions relating to legal, finance and
billing
Experience developing mobile responsive web pages and/or emails


